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Abstract 

have constructed a snail man-portable neutron 
usinp, 18 'lie proportional counters arranged 
layers within a polyethylene moderator. Each 

is .5 mm in diameter by 340 mm long (sensitive 
nnd is filled with highly-purified 3 H e to a 
of 400 kl'a (4 a t m ) . F.fffciency measurements 

e using a 2^~Cf neutron source. Detailed cal-
s of the detector efficiency were done using 
Monte C.irio transport code. Calculations and 

icnts were compared for several source/detector 
at ions. 

The rietector 

1%'c have designed a hand-carried neutron detector 
useful in locatinp small quantities of nuclear mate
rials. The objectives of this study wer«.: (1) to 
measure the efficiency of the detector usinE four mod
erator conf igurat ions, (2) to simulate these measure
ments by Monte Tarlo calculations, and (3) to evaluate 
tlie utility of such Moore Carlo simulation for opti
mizing detectors of similar design. 

-7 ^r 
Machined (CH 2) n block. \ e C 0 Unters 

is c-onstructi-'L. usinj; 18 •'He proportional counters ar
ranged in J banks (layers) within a polyethylene mod
erator. Kncli counter is 25 nur. in diameter and 340 mm 
lor.r, (sensitive length) and is filled with highly pur
ified l̂le (<10 -16 r -,i e3; tritiuo) tc a nominal pressure 
of 1(10 kl'.i (4 atrii. The overall dimensions of the de
tector -ire approximately 190 v.m • 200 mm * 430 mm; it 
weighs approximately 13 kg. The six 3 H e counters In 
each bank are connected to a common bias circuit and 
;'h,-.rge-sens it ive preauplif ier. The three preamplifier 
output signals (one from each bunk) are processed 
•separately and are each routed via a pulse-height 
discriminator to a separate scaler. 

Efficiency Measurements 

Fig. 1. Detector assembly (sectional v i e w ) . 

The absolute efficiency was measured with the 
detector positioned 13.1 m above ground on a low-mass 
tower. A -""-Cf source was placed 6.24 r; below the de
tector ir one series of measurements and 1 . 0 m above 
the ui-iector ir. another series. Bank 1 faced the 
source in both cases. Hie Tour moderator configura
tions studied each had a varying thickness of poly
ethylene (0, 13, 25, and 33 mn) inserted between 
bank 1 and bank 2 (see Fig. 1 ) . The discrimination 
level was adjusted to reject garama-ray interactions 
in the counters. Both source-ln and background data 
were accumulated for each source position and mod
erator configuration. 

Monte Carlo Simulations 

The Cf measurements were simulated using the 
Lawrence Livermcre Laboratory TART Monte Carlo neutron 
transport code. The T llislon routine tracks 
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Discussion 

The calculated and measured percent efficiencies 
(counts per 100 incident unscattered neutrons) are 
shown in Tig. 2 as functions of the thickness (T) of 
the polyethylene insetted between bar.k 1 and bank 2. 
The curves, which represent the measured efficiencies, 
were hand-drawn through the data points with statisti
cal uncertainties as shown by the vertical error bars. 
Calculated values are denoted by triangles, circles, 
and squares, which delineate the TART results for 
three cross-section sets. 

The effect of ground scattering is clearly dem
onstrated by the two sets of measurements. For the 
measurements taken at 1.0 m, the -^-Cf source was 
placed 14.1 m above ground and the detector was i'S.l m 
above ground, partially shadowing the source from the 
ground. We have concluded that ground scattering ef
fects were negligible for these (1.0-ra) measurements. 
However, for the 6.24~m measurements, the source was 
placed approximately midway between the detector and 
the ground. For this geometry, a significant fraction 
of the total neutron flux at the detector was due to 
ground scattering. As can be seen in Fig. 2, there 
is an apparent 31 to 50S increase in detector effi
ciency as compared with the 1.0-ra measurements. Since 
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Measured efficiency: 
— — Source-to-detector distance = 6.24 m 
——Source-to-detector distance =1.0 m 
Calculated efficiency: 
A Free-&tom cross sections (6.24 m) 
* Free-atom cross sections (1.0 m) 
o C-weighted cross sections (6.24 m) 
• C-meiqhted cross sections (1.0 m) 
O H-weighted cross sections (6.24 m) 
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Based on thene result-'. It appears that detailed 
TART simulations can be used to optimize oth-.*r de
tector configurations with approximately similar 
aewjnty of moderator. For cases where scattering 
from surroundings is not Important, we would expect 
efficiency predictions to be accurate within "-202. 
i?e plan to investigate the effects of scattering more 
completely in future studies. 

Measured and calculated detection efficiency 
of the three banks as a function of poly
ethylene thickness (T). 

ground effects were not included in the TART simula
tions, the calculated efficiencies should be compared 
only with the i.Q-m measurements. 

A &nall difference (515%) is observed betvien 
the 1.0-a and 6.24-m TART calculations. This differ
ence is due to effective source divergence, which re
sults in more edge-leakage with the source at the 
close-in (1.0-a) position. 

The calculations agree quite well with the 1.0-m 
measurements both In shape and absolute magnitude. 
Significant differences due to c«-oss~section sets are 
observed in the calculations, but the best overall 
agreement (±15%) occurs with the free-atom cross-
section set. This was not an expected result. The 
efficiency of bank 2 is greatest, and this la not 
surprising for the neutron spectrum of " 2 C f , ^he 
maximum total detector efficiency (sum of 3 banks) is 
^21% for an inserted polyethylene thickness of M 5 nan. 


